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Abstract – Technology behind unmanned aircraft
vehicles (UAVs) has been rapidly advancing in the
recent years. This propelled the adoption rate and
widened the range of UAV uses, such as in sport
activities, cartography, surveillance, transportation,
and military. While using single, individually
controlled UAVs is already very common, using UAV
constellations is becoming increasingly popular due to
advantages in flexibility, scalability and sensing power.
However, the use of UAV constellations remains
limited to very specific applications due to number of
challenges involved. One of the challenges is the lack of
generic software system that would allow controlling
UAV constellations in different types of flight missions.
In order to address this problem, we propose an
architectural model of a software module for UAV
constellation piloting.
Keywords – UAV, drone, piloting software.

1. Introduction
In the last couple of years technology behind
unmanned aircraft vehicles (UAVs) has significantly
improved, making UAVs not only more capable and
versatile, but also easily accessible even for personal
use.
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This, as expected, resulted in dramatic increase in
use of UAVs for wide range of purposes. Some of
these include multimedia, sport activity, cartography,
surveying, asset inspections, payload carrying and
transportation, agriculture, search and rescue,
firefighting, military reconnaissance [1] and combat
[2]. While in all these situations a single, individually
controlled UAV can be of use, multiple UAVs
organized in a constellation can ensure scalability,
flexibility, and more sensing power.
In case of single UAV, unmanned aircraft system
(UAS) usually consists of aircraft itself, control
equipment for that particular aircraft (provided by
manufacturer), and the human pilot. However, in
case of UAV constellation we deal with multiple
(possibly different) UAVs which all have to be
piloted as a single (albeit rather complex) aircraft by
a single pilot. In this case, a number of significant
challenges arise. For example, if UAV localization
relies solely on GNSS, satellite localization error
(around 2 m) [3] makes it difficult to provide precise
coordination and collision avoidance between
individual UAVs in a swarm. To compensate for
GNSS inaccuracy, UAVs often use optical
localization using ground reference points [4], or the
so-called Real-Time Kinematic [5] which augments
accuracy using RF station as a radio reference point.
Such approaches can reduce localization error to a
level of centimetres, but a reference point has to
exist. Additional problem is a significant level of RF
noise that multiple UAVs in a constellation generate.
This can be mitigated using various technologies
already in use in wireless networking, as well as with
direct UAV-to-UAV communication (with adaptive
output power) [6]. Energy consumption is also
recognized as one of the challenges, and it can be
optimized among other techniques, by proper
constellation control and management [7]. Even
when these low level challenges are addressed, there
still remains a challenge of executing flight missions
with UAV constellations acting as a single entity. For
example, maintaining formation and avoiding
collisions during such flight missions requires
performing complex in-flight calculations which
coordinate and synchronize UAVs within
constellation [8]. Because this is very challenging to
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do, current software systems for controlling UAV
constellations are limited to specific uses, such as
surveillance (e.g. monitor and measure an area) and
artistic/entertainment applications (e.g. as a
replacement for traditional fireworks where each
UAV acts as a single pixel) [9]. Not only we have no
generic software solution for piloting UAV
constellation, but implementations of specific
software solutions are done from scratch or with very
little systematic reuse. However, despite evident
variability in specific software solutions and use
cases, we believe there is possibility (and need) to
extract commonalities shared by all of them. This can
be achieved by capturing design-level commonalities
and embedding them into architectural model of a
software module for UAV constellation piloting. The
proposed architecture can then be used as a highlevel
blueprint
for
detailed
design
and
implementation of a software module.
In order to focus our efforts and be unambiguous
in communicating our ideas, we formalize our
paper’s goal: Facilitate the process of designing and
implementing software module for piloting UAV
constellation by designing architectural model. We
will attempt to answer following research questions
during the very process of creating UAV
architecture:
RQ1 - What functional requirements should
software module meet to provide basic UAV
constellation piloting capabilities?
RQ2 – Which design decisions should be
considered when designing UAV constellation
piloting solution?
The remainder of the paper starts with elaboration
of methodological approach taken to systematically
devise a solution (section 2). The problem-solving
process and the solution itself are described in
section 3. The challenges met and the results
achieved are discussed in section 4. Finally, in
section 5 conclusions and possibilities for future
work were offered.
2. Methodology
Since the research in this paper is directed at
providing innovative solution to a practical problem,
it can be characterized as a solution-seeking type of
research [10]. Such type of research requires
conducting systematic and scientifically rigorous
problem-solving process. One of the established
ways in software engineering to achieve that is
design science [11]. The main outputs of design
science research are a solution artifact itself, new
knowledge generated during artifact construction and
use, and knowledge embedded into the artifact. To
ensure proper implementation of design science
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process we followed methodological framework for
design science research [12] (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Design science process

The first activity (Explicate problem) is focused on
defining the problem of managing flight missions for
UAV constellations, putting it into a broader context,
and demonstrating its relevance in both scientific and
practical sense. This activity relies on conducted
literature review reported in introductory section.
When properly explicated, problem acts as an input
to the second activity (Define requirements). The
activity starts with brief description of the solution
artifact in terms of its fundamental concepts and
characteristics, which is followed by specification of
system requirements. This activity again relies on
conducted literature review, but also on problem
domain experience that the authors and other
ORKAN project members have.
Specified system requirements are input to third
activity (Design artifact). In this activity, a solution
artifact is designed in a form of prescriptive model
for a flight mission management system. Building
such model involves multiple iterations of
brainstorming and trying out ideas, reasoning about
them, making design decisions and documenting
them. This activity primarily depends on the skills
and experience of authors in terms of system
modelling.
The last activity (Evaluate artifact) is reserved for
conducting artifact evaluation. Evaluation has
important role in design science as it demonstrates
that the artifact is indeed a working solution, and that
it has its scientific and practical worth. For this
purpose, technical feasibility, and efficacy of the
solution artifact (prescriptive model) will be
evaluated. These are some of the most frequently
evaluated artifact properties in design science
research [13]. Technical feasibility will demonstrate
that it is possible to build a prescriptive model for
stated system. On the other hand, efficacy will show
that the prescriptive model is indeed applicable when
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developing concrete flight management systems.
Evaluation of the prescriptive model will be
conducted by building a working prototype
(instantiation) of a flight management system.
Indeed, by building instantiations we operationalize
models they are based on, and in this way
demonstrate feasibility and efficacy of these models
[14].
3. A solution Proposa
3.1. Explicate Problem
As indicated in introductory section, challenges
involving UAV constellation piloting are numerous.
They range from hardware related challenges (e.g.
GNSS inaccuracy, battery and power limitations) and
communication challenges (e.g. RF noise, connection
availability) to software/algorithmic challenges (e.g.
maintaining formation, avoiding collision, and
piloting entire constellation as a single entity). In this
paper we deal with the lack of generic solution
(either at design or implementation level) for
constellation piloting that would be applicable for
different purposes and use cases (e.g. surveillance
missions, search-and-rescue missions, scientific and
data gathering missions, etc.). For this reason,
software modules for constellation piloting are
usually designed, implemented and tested from
scratch, leading to reinventing the wheel effect,
unnecessary spending resources and time. This
problem certainly affects practitioners who rapidly
seek to make the use of UAV constellations in wide
variety of contexts. However, it also affects
researchers, as piloting UAV constellations is still an
ongoing research challenge. This proves that the
stated problem holds both practical and scientific
relevance.

relates them, and structures them into a coherent unit.
In this way, an artifact captures prescriptive design
knowledge that can be used as a starting point for
building specific UAV constellation piloting module.
Software architectures are typical examples of such
larger-scale, design-only reuse artifacts. They also fit
well with the notion of prescriptive model - one of
the four common types of design science artifacts
[11]. Therefore, in this paper we propose a
prescriptive model of a software architecture for
UAV Constellation Piloting. In the rest of the paper
we will refer to it as UCP model.
It is important to note that while UCP model can
be used independently, in our case it represents an
architecture of a partial solution, i.e. a single module
within larger system called UCCC (short for UAV
Constellation Control Center). In addition to
interacting with the rest of the UCCC modules, UCP
is likely to interact with external software
components (such as drivers for hardware devices,
and SDKs for particular UAV technology) and
hardware (joysticks, UAVs, single-board computers
such as Raspberry PI, etc.) using various modes of
communication technology (RF, UDP, TCP).
The target users of UCP model are primarily
software designers and developers interested in
building specific software solutions for piloting UAV
constellations. In order to be clearly communicated
with target population, UCP model has to be
documented in a modelling language familiar to
software designers and developers (e.g. UML).
Additionally, UCP model has to be customizable and
allow elements of specific software solutions to be
easily fitted into architecture.

3.2. Define Requirements
While in previous section we remained within the
problem space, in this section we describe initial
steps made in solution space. This is done by first
describing fundamental characteristics of the solution
artifact, which is then followed by a specification of
system requirements.
From the problem explication it was evident that
there is a need to provide way to properly express
and manage concepts related to individual UAVs,
UAV constellations, as well as devices used to
control them. Due to a wide variety of target domains
in which these concepts are present, a potential
solution should be abstract and flexible enough to
accommodate variabilities in these domains and uses.
For example, a solution could be an artifact that
contains abstractions for domain concepts, that
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Figure 2. Modules of UAV Constellation Control Center
(UCCC)

Final results of define requirements activity were
reached through a number of brainstorming and
prototyping sessions attended by paper authors and
other ORKAN project members. Since model
artifacts in design science are built from related
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construct artifacts, we first deliver base constructs
that are necessary to understand the set of
requirements.






UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) – also known as
drone, is an aircraft without human pilot on
board.
UAV type – a particular model of UAV built by
certain manufacturer (e.g. DJI Mavic Mini).
UAV constellation – a group of UAVs set to
conduct a joint flight mission.
Flight mission – a planned and managed flight
with specified goals and tasks to perform.
Flight controller – physical device (e.g. joystick
or keyboard), or a software component used to
control individual UAV or UAV constellation.

Finally, we identified and elaborated following six
requirements that UCP model should reflect and
support. For each requirement we have documented
its base requirement statement, rationale behind it,
and how it can be evaluated.

Table 4. UCP Requirement #4
#
Statement

Rationale

Evaluation

Table 5. UCP Requirement #5
#
Statement

Rationale

Table 1. UCP Requirement #1
#
Statement

Rationale

Evaluation

UCP-1
System shall allow controlling UAV
constellation using single flight
controller.
Single human pilot with single device
should be able to control entire
constellation as if it was an individual
UAV.
Commands issued by a single flight
controller are propagated to all UAVs
within constellation.

Table 2. UCP Requirement #2
#
Statement
Rationale
Evaluation

UCP-2
System shall support the use of different
types of flight controllers.
Users may possess or prefer to use
different equipment for controlling UAV
constellation.
More than one type of flight controllers is
available to choose from.

Table 3. UCP Requirement #3
#
Statement

Rationale

Evaluation
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UCP-3
System shall allow switching between
flight controllers dynamically (even
during flight)
Due to equipment malfunction or in order
to carry out some specific tasks, users
may want to switch from one flight
controller to another during flight.
A flight is started using one flight
controller, and during the flight the
control is switched to another flight
controller.

UCP-4
System shall allow switching between
controlling individual UAVs and
controlling UAV constellation
dynamically.
During flight an individual UAV could
go astray, or could be needed for
conducting a specific task, so individual
control is needed.
A flight is started by controlling entire
constellation. During a flight control is
switched to a single UAV, and then back
again to constellation.

Evaluation

UCP-5
System shall control constellations
formed from different types of UAVs.
Users may have different types of UAVs
with different capabilities in their
possession. Also, the flight mission itself
may require UAVs with different
capabilities.
Commands issued by single flight
controller result in appropriate reaction of
different UAV models.

Table 6. UCP Requirement #6
#
Statement
Rationale
Evaluation

UCP-6
System shall receive telemetry data from
UAVs in constellation.
In order to pilot UAV constellation, we
have to know position and state of UAVs
in constellation.
UAVs successfully report back their
telemetry data.

3.3. Design Artifact
This section documents ideas and decisions made
while designing constellation piloting module of
UCCC system. The ending result is an artifact prescriptive model, which can be used as a basis for
designing similar models or as a blueprint for
implementation of concrete software systems.
An architectural backbone of the constellation
piloting module consists of two core components: (1)
flight controller and a (2) pilot. Flight controller is
represented by IFlightController interface with the
goal of abstracting any physical device or software
component that can be used to issue commands prior,
during or post flight. Flight controller component has
three responsibilities: (1) To detect inputs (e.g. key
press on a keyboard), (2) to respond to an input (e.g.
send turn on engine message to pilot), and (3) to
provide custom user interface to visualize controller
specifics. Depending on concrete situation, flight
controller could receive inputs from an operating
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system (e.g. keyboard key pressed), device drivers
(e.g. joystick axis moved), or other software
components (e.g. autopilot component, on-screen
commands, etc.). Responding to received inputs
usually involves interpreting input and sending an
appropriate
message
to
pilot
component
(IFlightController holds a reference to an instance of
pilot component). Finally, depending on particular
controller, different data and available options should
be presented to user. Therefore, within
IFlightController we can also provide custom user
interface that will be dynamically inserted into
application.
Pilot component, as a second core component, has
the responsibility of instructing a flyable entity
(individual UAV or a UAV constellation) what to do.
This must be done in a way particular flyable entities
are capable of understanding (e.g. using supported
communication technology) and responding (e.g.
invoking only available UAV behaviour). IPilot
interface is used here to prescribe common behaviour
that the pilot component could request from any
UAV, regardless of the underlying technology. This
includes being able to turn UAV’s engine on and off,
to take off or land, and steer by setting pitch, roll and
yaw parameters. In addition to common behaviour,
our module also must be able to invoke wide variety
of specific UAV capabilities. For example, some
UAVs may have onboard sensors, cameras and other
equipment that should be accessible through our
module. For this reason, a generic ExecuteCommand
is included into IPilot interface as a way to execute
specific commands. Finally, the role of IPilot
interface is not only to abstract away the underlying
technological aspects of UAVs, but also to disguise
what we are piloting - individual UAVs or entire
constellation.

Rather than only promoting design reuse through
IFlightController and IPilot interfaces, our
architectural backbone also promotes code reuse. For
example, abstract FlightController class contains
programming code common to all flight controller
components,
while
in
abstract
classes
ConstellationPilot and UAVPilot we placed common
code for all pilot components operating constellations
and
individual
UAVs
respectively.
A
ConstellationPilot must be able to instruct any
number of UAVs, therefore it contains a collection of
UAVPilot instances. Furthermore, being dependent
only on abstract class UAVPilot allows constellation
pilot component to fly different models of UAVs
from different manufacturers at the same time.
One of the goals of proposed architecture is loose
coupling between flight controller and pilot
components. For example, pilot component itself is
completely unaware of flight controller component
that is sending commands. This implies possibility to
switch between different flight controllers in runtime
(even during the flight mission). The rest of the
module also depends only on IFlightController
interface, which means that we can easily implement
additional types of flight controllers without affecting
core architecture of the module. Flight controller
component does hold a reference to a pilot
component that it sends commands to (i.e. target).
However, this dependency again is realized through
IPilot interface. Consequently, flight controller is
unaware of whether it is sending commands to single
UAV pilot or entire constellation, which allows us to
switch between these during a flight. Also, as UAV
fleet becomes larger and more diverse, we can easily
add new concrete pilot components for different
UAV models without affecting core architecture.

Figure 3. Architectural model for UAV constellation piloting module (UCP model)
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3.4. Evaluate Artifact
As promised in methodology section, as a part of
evaluation we built an instantiation artifact, i.e. we
made a proof-of-concept implementation of
constellation piloting module on the basis of
previously developed model. Creating instantiation
essentially boiled down to providing concrete
implementations for abstract classes representing
flight controller, constellation pilot and individual
UAV pilot.
To demonstrate possibility of using different types
of controllers we implemented two controllers,
namely KeyboardController and JoystickController,
both of which inherited abstract FlightController
class. When implementing KeyboardController, the
first controller responsibility (detect inputs) involved
capturing messages related to pressing (key down)
and releasing (key up) particular keyboard keys.

Figure 4. Concrete classes for keyboard and joystick
controllers

Using underlying event system to detect keyboard
message would suffice when invoking discrete
behaviour of UAVs (e.g. pressing turn on/off engine
key). However, cases where holding (possibly
multiple) keys in a pressed state should repeatedly
(e.g. when steering) invoke some behaviour proved
to be problematic with this implementation.
Anyone using keyboard would expect UAVs to
continue with requested movement as long as the
appropriate key was pressed. This forced us to
introduce timers to create loop (common strategy in
computer games) to continuously check if some key
is newly pressed, released, or remained being
pressed. When key action is detected during loop
iteration an appropriate method is invoked on a IPilot
target (second controller responsibility). Finally, a
custom user interface was created to visualize
keyboard activity and configure mappings between
keys and target methods (third controller
responsibility).
When implementing JoystickController we relied
on RawGameController class from Windows
Runtime API to detect inputs from joystick devices.
In our case the test equipment included two
cooperating devices - joystick and the paddle, so we
had to maintain two RawGameController instances.
Timer loop was used here as well to continuously
update readings coming from joystick and paddle.
These readings allowed us to determine pressed
buttons, switch positions, and axis position in each
loop iteration. Once joystick and paddle inputs were
known, target (IPilot) methods were invoked.
Finally, JoystickController also provided a custom
user interface to not only visualize type of joystick
actions, but also the intensity (e.g. how much the axis
is pulled right).

Figure 5. Custom user interfaces for keyboard and joystick controllers
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ConstellationPilotBasic
as
a
concrete
implementation of ConstellationPilot abstract class
was fairly simple in this proof-of-concept. It merely
redirected the method invocations to individual
UAVPilot instances. So, for example, when
ConstellationPilot received message to invoke
TurnEngineOn method, it proceeded to invoke
TurnEngineOn method of all UAVPilot instances it
contained.
Ensuring this communication was not a trivial task.
The main issue was the fact that DJI’s SDK did not
provide APIs to directly access and maneuver drones
from a central (desktop) application. Rather, a sole
option to instruct drone to do something was to use

original DJI joysticks and radio frequency
communication. Luckily, DJI’s joystick can be
connected to Android device via USB cable, and
there is an actively maintained DJI SDK for Android.
This gave us an opportunity to programmatically
control DJI drones after all. For this purpose, an
Android application was developed which was in
charge of receiving commands from the desktop
application, and then invoking appropriate methods
exposed in DJI’s SDK. In order for DJIPilot
component (desktop application) and Android
application to communicate, we implemented a small
TCP server as a part of desktop application.

Figure 6. Proof-of-concept architecture

4. Discussion
In order to tackle the problem of lacking general
solutions for piloting UAV constellations in a
systematic and rigorous way, in this paper we
performed a design science process. As a problemsolving process, design science results in an artifact
which needs to have both scientific and practical
relevance. One frequent type of design science
artifacts that can capture commonalities across
various domains, but also offer variability points for
customization and extension are model artifacts.
Therefore, our attempted solution included proposing
an architectural model that is general and flexible
enough to serve as a blueprint for wide variety of
UAV constellation piloting software (UCP model).
Before diving into design activities and
determining how exactly should our solution work,
we first had to identify what should our solution do.
This coincides with the first research question (RQ1)
aimed at identifying functional requirements that the
constellation piloting module based on the proposed
model should meet. Through a series of
brainstorming and prototyping sessions attended by
paper authors and other project members, we
identified and reported six core requirements, and
thus answered RQ1. While these requirements are
not final output of our research they can be used as a
basis for devising new model for constellation
piloting software, independently of our proposed
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model. In this way, stated requirements can be
valuable for both practitioners (during requirements
phase of traditional software development process)
and researchers (during problem-solving research
processes such as design science).
Of course, an architectural model of UAV
constellation piloting module that is based on
identified requirements is a primary output of design
science process. It provides valuable information on
how UAV constellation piloting module could look
like, i.e. what structural and behavioural properties it
possesses. In order to easily depict these properties
and communicate them with target audience
(software engineering researchers and practitioners),
we used UML class diagrams as a modelling
technique.
Architectural model such as the proposed one
again offers valuable contributions to both
practitioners and researchers. Practitioners get
design-level artifact ready to reuse and customize
during design activity of their software process.
Scientific contribution of the proposed model is
reflected in a prescriptive knowledge that informs
researcher about necessary ingredients for the
solution. This includes identified components that
participate in solution, characteristics of these
components, distribution of responsibilities between
components, and specifics of their cooperation.
Creating UCP model involved making a number of
design decisions which are reported in Design
artifact section. This, for example, includes
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identifying two core components of the solution,
namely, flight controller and a pilot. Representation
of these components in our model is highly abstract,
i.e. any interaction with flight controller or a pilot is
done through their respective interfaces. As a
consequence, complete implementations can vary
without affecting the core structure of the solution.
So, for example, we can easily introduce additional
specific controllers (joysticks, keyboards, software
modules…) or specific UAV models. We could even
switch between these during runtime (e.g. start
piloting constellation with keyboard, and the switch
to joystick).
During implementation of proof-of-concept
solution (reported in Evaluate artifact section) we
faced some unexpected but interesting design and
implementation decisions. For example, one of the
largest issues we faced was how to establish
communication between desktop application and a
UAV. Limitations in UAV APIs forced us to devise
entire communication infrastructure, including TCP
server and Android application. Because restrictions
in UAV APIs are not a characteristic of only UAVs
we had at our disposal, even these design decisions
can prove valuable to other researchers and
practitioners. Design decisions reported in both
design and evaluation sections constitute the answer
to second research question (RQ2).
5. Conclusion
In this paper we addressed the problem of lacking
general solutions for piloting UAV constellations. In
order to conduct the problem-solving process and
report its results in a systematic and rigorous way, we
followed a design science approach. The first explicit
result of a design science process was identification
of architectural model for a UAV Constellation
Piloting (UCP) module as a proper solution artifact
for addressing the stated problem. This was followed
by identifying and specifying six requirements that
the UCP module should fulfil to be considered a
solution. On that basis an architectural model was
designed to act as a blueprint for software module
implementation. Finally, in order to evaluate
proposed model we implemented proof-of-concept
software module which proved feasibility and
efficacy of the model.
Since it reports on pragmatic, problem-solving
research, contributions of this paper are twofold. On
one hand, from scientific perspective, the paper offers
novel prescriptive knowledge in a form of software
requirements specification (answer to first research
question) and architectural model (answer to second
research question). On the other hand, these outputs
can also be directly applied by practitioners to speed
up and facilitate development of specific constellation
piloting solutions.
1492

While it mitigates the problem of creating software
solutions for piloting UAV constellations, proposed
solution does not represent the final and complete
solution. A number of challenges and improvement
possibilities remain for future work. For example, we
plan to go beyond a mere design reuse, and offer
implementation reuse by building framelet (small
modular framework) on top of proposed model. Also,
as depicted in Define requirements section,
constellation piloting is only a part of a larger system
which is currently under construction. Therefore, we
plan to report on other problems and solutions closely
related to constellation piloting that arise from our
experience.
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